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Unity House looks to playa larger role on Conn's campus.
Unity house seeks to
strengthen role on campus
therefore won't be doing as with a Unity House organiza-
much advocacy as Michel had tion indicated that many stu-
done in the past. dents of color feel that Unity has
Negron's time at Unity will not been a proper support sys-
soon be up as well. Her position tern for them. The college ac-
calls for a recent college gradu- tively recruits students of color
ate and it was expected that she to campus, who in many cases
would be leaving for grad school arrive here to find a very differ-
after two years. A new director ent environment from that
will hopefully be chosen by the which they are used to. Unity
end of the school year, allowing House should fill this void, and
time for Negron to the new di- help these students to function
rector over the summer, -Then in the college environment while
she will leave to get her Ph.D. in still taking pride in their own
Latino studies and a joint law cultures; the student said. Un-
degree.Negronhasalreadybeen 'fortunately, many minority stu-
accepted to Stanford's Ph.D. pro- dents have not thought of Unity
gram. . as a "safe" and impartial place
Students were given a chance . to go with problems such as
to ask questions and voice opin- these. The student does not
ions at an all-Unity Executive blame Michel for this, but adds
Board meeting early last week, 'that her resignation has
during which Negron answered prompted students to voice both
questions about the future of their dissatisfaction with Unity
Unity House. in general. and their concerns
Many students, not wanting about being able to actively par-
to cause controversy, declined ticipate in the search for a new
to comment on their opinions of director.
Unity House for this article. Associate Dean Roberto Ifill
However, one student involved See UnityHouse, P. 10,
BY ASHLEY STEVENS
The College voice
Members of the college com-
munity gathered at Unity House
on the afternoon of Thursday,
February 29 to say goodbye to
Tamara Michel, its resigning di-
rector. Marisol Negron, cur-
rently Unity's Intercultural Pro-
gram Coordinator, will serve as
Acting Director of Unity House
until the position is filled.
Negron's goal is to keep things
normal and ensure a smooth
transition during this interim
period. She will act as an advi-
sor to the many student groups
affiliated with Unity House, in-
cluding Umoja, I-Pride, and La
Unidad. Particular attention will
be paid to those organizations
with thematic weeks or events
coming up. Negron will perform
necessary duties while serving
as acting director, but because
the position of director is ex-
pected to be filled rather quickly,
she does not have time to serve
on as many committees and
cular disease called Duchenne's
Muscular Dystrophy. It's basi-
cally aweakening of the muscles
due to a genetic deficiency and it
only affects men. Now I don't
need anyone's pity, that's not
why I'm writing this. Ijustneed
people to understand what's
going on with me and my life on
campus. Conn College is much
better equipped than my high
school, but there are still prob-
lems here as in the rest of the
world.
Being in a wheelchair isn't
something I'm ashamed of. It's
not like" my name is Jim and I'm
See Trapped, P. 10
JIM LAFFEYETTE
The College Voic£
Imagine, if you will, going
through life without the ability
to walk and having so little
strength in your arms that you
can barely move them, let alone
lift anything wi th them. On top
of all that, imagine you live in a
world where, accidentally or
even sometimes intentionally,
everything is designed for "nor-
mal" people. Fortunately, most
people don't have to deal with
this kind of situation. Then
again, I'm not most people. I
have to go through this every
day because I have a neuromus-
.......
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SAVE:
Student activists
sponsor petition
drive
ThrMillo!nneNudYrPOwerPlant.onIy
12mI/es from Cclnn.ha boamea_
l«UlIlbOHlS)' over the past few manlbs
and _juStplaadondwNudYr1lep-
IatoryCO'iHi •ssiol"s(NJlC)watdI1lst TIw
.... oldtwlilltia compriIed cl~ power
pIM5 that .- to be .-(uJIy exaDuned
becauseofgt"""vioIationsotNRCreguIa--Most _tly, Conn's own studentgroup Students Against VI<l1tn<:e 10 the .
Environmerlt(SAVE)hasjolned anatloN!l
movement that calls {(J< a ~
invOlltigation into the NRC and lIIIdeat
pqwerplants~~inlhein"'r- ..
est ofpub/iC and wod,eua!ety.."p\, •.•
". G"'"
~~,*~~"
Mi1lstone existed, ~ver mlnll~ Qti~'
~~~~¥~'i
lion drive. "We'reJ<iokh'18at thij Peii'i<l1!
<!rivenotooly asa wayto-.dame.!llage·
toocr elected otIldllIs, but II!s<>SS"WllYto
raise ""'''''''''''''' abQui: nudear poWer;·' <
'Thispi$tweek.SAVEgatbered iippron.
matdy2llOsignalures.Hildte><j>lainedthat
people are always aJillle il!ludailt lOsign
petitioosl>ut<>nmthe petitim is""i'lah1ed
alt!WttveryoneshoihaStalI<edloltasbeeu
willing to llign. ~Otlcele><plain the pet!.-
lion is notagainstany!hing but seel<in&to
emure safety r tben pt!QPIe are willing to
sign. Thereisirrefutlbleevidence_ ifyQu
ate going to dunuelear~, it has tobe
dono safely,- saidHildt.
OnThutsday, March 'J at 6p.m., there
will be a hearing at the loWnhall it'
Waterl'om. Galatis and concerned citizens
will be there and SAVB :plans to be in
attef1danceas .......u.TIwyplan to e<inIimre
thi!reftfortstogal!ler~t!lr<Nlih·
out lhe ~'and ~ ~.tow~~.' . ." " rta!Ib!n ther~t1
~~~J;;:"""I~i:;;ilt'l~
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itions Thursday, April 11, through
rnsday, April 12. Results for the~ elec-
tions will be made public on Apnl12 at
10:30 p.m. .
The non-mandatory informatIOn .ses-
sion for class Executive Board elections
will be held on Sunday, April 14, at 6:30
p.m. in the RTC Lounge. ~lf-nom~a-
tions begin at the information desk im-
mediately following. The mandatory
session for those seeking class offices
will be held on Sunday, April 21, at 6:30
p.m. Campaign speeches for the class
Executive Board candidates will be on
Wednesday, April 24 in the Cro's Nest.
Voting for Class Elections will be on
Monday, April 29 and Tuesday, April 30,
in the College Center. The results from
these elections will be made pubhc on
Tuesday, April 30 at 10:30 p.m. Ques-
tions and concerns regarding class elec-
tions should be directed to Jesse Roberts
as well.
Commenting on the election process
this year, Roberts said, "I would expect
the elections to go smoothly and prove to
be positive." Roberts maintained that
the act of running fora position, let alone
of being elected to office, is one of giving
and commitment to Connecticut College.
He added, " ...to see students do this [run
for office] is remarkable."
As Spring Break rolls around, so do the
1996 elections at Connecticut College.
Following a change from last year's
schedule, elections will be held after
Spring Break. This change will ensure
more options for students insofar as at-
taining leadership positions go. Students
are encouraged to run for positions at
any level including class, Student Gov-
ernment Assembly, or Young Alumni
Trustee (YAT), and urged to nominate
themselves as soon as possible after the
break.
According to Jesse Roberts, SGA pub-
lic relations director, there will be a non-
mandatory informational meeting
Wednesday,March27,in the RTCLounge
at 6:30 p.m. for those students wishing to
run for SGA or YAT. Self-nominations
will begin on this date at the information
desk in Cro and end April 2 at 6:30 p.m.
Particulars concerning rules for candi-
dates may be found in the "C" Book or by
contacting Jesse Roberts. An additional
mandatory meeting will be held April 2
at 6:30p.m. in the RTC Lounge. SGAand
YAT candidates' prepared speeches will
take place at 7:30 p.m. in the Cro's Nest
on April 9.
Students may vote on SGA and YAT
¥elting hQtpot sets~f~
alarm in Marshall
On Sunday night, the New London
fire department responded to smoke
on the third floor of Marshall. A melt-
ing hot pot had sent smoke out of a
room on that floor accompanied by
the strong odor of melting plastic.
Students who were in the area of
the incident said that they did not
even notice the smoke or know that
anything was wrong. According to a
student standing outside, the resi-
dent of the room in which the inci-
dent occurred was not in the room
but at the library.
According to the New London Fire
Marshall, there was no tremendous
fire damage and the incident was
brought under control very quickly.
APRC proposal
targets
advertisements
SGA has approved a proposal spon.
sored by the Alcohol Policy and
Recomendations Committee (APRC).
This proposal will regulate the adver.
tisement of off-campus events that col.
lege organizations sponsor or participate
in. Specifically, this addition to the alco-
hol policy targets events that take place
where alcohol is served.
The proposal states," Any student Or-
ganization or group that advertises for
an event that is to take place at an estah.
lishment off campus, and the establish.
ment serves alcohol, must include the
following phrase on all advertisements,
'Connecticut State law prohibits the con.
sumption of alcohol by persons under
the age of 21.'''
Expressing his support of the proposal,
William Intner, senior class presidem,
said, "This is a step in the right direction
rather than restriding one's right to ad-
vertise events."
Listen to Voice Radio News every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday from
5:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
This Week in SGA...
NickSmolansky,J-board chair, said
that a newly formed committee is
working on developing awritten state-
ment of the honor code. He said that
the committee includes a dean, two
faculty members, and a representa-
tive from the President's Office.
Smolansky asked that all interested
students contact him.
After reminding the assembly that
Tamara Michel, director of Unity
House has resigned to accept a pOSi-
tion at Yale, Dan Shedd, president of
SGA,announced that he and two other
students would be sitting on thesearch
committee to find a replacement for
Michel. Shedd added that the com-
mittee would also be looking at ways
to improve the relationship between
Unity House and the rest of the cam-
pus.
William Intner, senior class presi-
dent and member of Academic and
Administrative Procedures committee
reminded the assembly that prior ap-
proval is necessary if students want
credit for courses and programs taken
outside of Conn.
In other words, students cannot take
classes during the summer and as-
sume that they will automatically earn
Conn credit.
Damon Krieger, senator of KB, an-
nounced that the Dean's Term com-
mittee would be turning over aiter
spring break. He said that if any stu-
dents ~re interested in serving on the
comnuttee next year they should con-
tact Lisa Dupee, senator of Branford.
RudiRietinformed·theassemblythat
the LIbrary Committee met and had
coffee and donuts.
Mexico/Caribbean $189 RT
Europe $169 OW
& Domestic Destinations,
Cheap!!
IF YOU CAN BEAT THESE
PRICES START YOUR OWN
DAMN AIRLINE.
Air-Tech, Ltd. 212/219-7000
info@aerotech.com
http://campus.netlaerotech
TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA·
Positions available monthly. SA
or B.S. degree required.
US$18,500 - $23,400/yr.
Accomodalion & round-trip airfare
provided. Send Resume, copyof
diploma and copy of passport to:
Bok Ji Corporation, Chun Bang
Bldg., 154-13 Samsung Dong,
Kang Nam Gu, Seoul, Koprea
135-090.
TEL: 011-82-2-555-JOBS (5627)
FAX: 011-82-2-552-4FAX (4329)
Students
Over 120 American manufacturers
need you to assemble products at
home. Circuit boards, jewelry,
holiday decorations, etc. Earn $280
to $652 weekly. Part timelfull time.
Experience unnecessary/will train.
You're paid weekly.
Call1~02~80.7444Ext I001C
-
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MEET THE FRONTRUNNERS
Junior Super Tuesday is upon us, and Connecticut
voters are among those from nine states who will
have their say during this primary season. Don't let
your voice go unnoticed, if you are a registered
independent or Republican, go and cast your vote for
the candidate of your choice. If you are a democrat,
Pat Buchanan
Buchanan has an extremely var-
ied political background, from
being Communications Director
under Reagan to his most recent
stint as a voice on CNN' sCrossfire
opposite Michael Kingsley. A
_ deeply conservative Catholic,
Buchanan can be just as outra-
geous as he was in the 1992 cam-
paign when he gave sitting presi-
dent George Bush a run for his
money.
But now, he is one of a small
crowd of contenders who espouse
similar positions on family val-
ues, taxes, prayer in school, and
abortion. Buchanan calls himself
an "economic patriot" who will
fight to preserve American work-
ers' standard of living; he prom-
ises to protect American borders
from illegal immigration and is a
nee-isolationist.
Buchanan's surprise win in New
Hampshire over established
frontrunner Bob Dole has pushed
him into the forefront. but his
long term problem is that his Pro-
Life and isolationist stances alien-
ate moderates. Some Republicans
worry that Buchanan will splitthe
party and destroy its chances of
reclaiming the White House in
November.
Bob Dole
Hampshire primary to populist
Pat Buchanan, it seems that the
other candidates are giving the
Senate Majority Leader a run for
his money.
Dole's principal message is
smaller government; the quintes-
sential Washington insider is run-
ning on a promise of returning
power to the people, through their
state and local governments.
Dole has served in Congress
since 1961,his major achievements
being the champion of the food
stamp program and the leader of
the charge to authorize use of force
in the Persian Gulf.
He is still the frontrunner for the
Republican nomination with 72
delegates, but with a total of 1,990
In his third time around, once as delegates available, the race has
Gerald Ford's running mate and just begun. His biggest challenge
twiceonhisown,Dolewaspegged is to craft a compelling message
as the obvious nominee. But after that consolidates mainstream Re-
asurprisedefeatinthecrucialNew publicans behind him.
RECYCLE!!!
remember that even though Clinton is running un-
opposed, he is looking for a strong show of support.
Remember, if you don't vote, you sacrifice your right
to complain once a winner is chosen!
Get out and vote!
Lamar Alexander
mantle large chunks of the federal
government, which he maintains is
"the arrogant empire."
If elected, Alexander would shut
down the Education Department,
which he ran under President Bush,
and would turn over the functions
and funding to the states. He would
also turn over $200billion in federal
programs, including Welfare and
most of Medicaid, law enforcement
and job training. Alexander implores
Congress to cut its pay in half and
return home for six months a year to
work at "real" jobs.
The former Tennessee governor has
broken out of obscurity with strong
third place finishes in Iowa and New
Hampshire. Now heading into the
familiar territory of the south, he is
arguing that Buchananism would
turn the region back to a poorer past.
He isbetting that voters will seehim
While Alexander's overall record as a more electable alternative to
paints him as a pragmatic centrist, in Buchanan than Bob Dole. Alexander
preparation for the run for the White needs to win one or more contests to
House he repositioned himself as a be a credible shot. His best shots:
conservative populist and the lone Tennessee and Georgia.
"outsider" in the race. He iswaging a
Ross Perot inspired crusade to dis-
I
I
Republican candidates lurching
rightward, Forbes is affably
laissez-faire.
Attacking Washington's current
fixation with budget-cutting,
Forbes is sticking to the Reagan-
era mantra of tax cuts and deregu-
lation.
Despite strong showings in early
polls and millions of dollars in
campaign spending, Forbes' dis-
mal showings in Iowa and New
Hampshire make it improbable
that he will win the Republican
nomination.
Forbes' biggest mistakes: a rash
of negative advertising that en-
raged voters, and an excessively
narrow focus on his signature pro-
posal, the flat tax. But the million-
aire publisher will continue to be a
factor. Even if the strong second
place finish in South Carolina isn't
a hint of what's to come, Forbes'
Forbes has made the elirnina- deep pockets ensure that he will
tion of the capital gains tax, a 17 be a strong voice in the race until
percent flat tax, and a return to the the end. His biggest challengeis to
gold standard the centerpieces of expand his message of "hope,
his platform. On abortion, gay growth,andopportunity"beyond
rights, TV violence, and other so- that flat tax.
cial issues that have sent most
March 5, 1996
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tremist commanders insist an l8-month
Loyalist truce is holding firm.
Preliminary inter-party talks, called by
Britain and Ireland, are due to start Mon-
day. But Sinn Fein is angry because it has
been refused a seat. Dublin and London
say Sinn Fein will remain' in the back-
ground until the IRA restores a truce.lt
broke last month with three bombs ill
London.
Brutonandhis British counterpart.john
Major, named June 10 as the start of all-
party negotiations to rescue peace efforts
shattered by the resumption of IRA hos-
tilities against British rule over Northem
Ireland.
The US Coast Guard accompanied the
flotilla and provided a C-130 escort for
the civilian airplanes.
Buchanan'sprotectionisttradepropos-
als are a centerpiece of his campaign, but
they apparently cost him the South Caro-
lina race. While the state has suffered
from textile industry losses, it has based
recent economic growth on foreign in-
vestment and trade.
Dolewonnearlya majority of the mod-
erate voters rather than splitting that
vote with either Steve Forbes or Lamar
Alexander, as has been seen in earlier
primaries. Half thevoters view Buchanan
as too extreme. But he won three coun-
ties where textiles long have been a foun-
dation of the economy.
Alexander, the former Tennessee gov-
ernorwho has acknowledged he desper-
ately needs a primary win, was weak
nearly across the board, despite a state
campaign built on appeals to fellow
Southerners.
The South Carolina primary precedes
Junior Super Tuesday, in which nine
states including Connecticut will hold
their primaries.
Israelis declare 'war' against
Hamas after another weekend
bombing
Astronauts sets fire in space
Anexplosionripped apart a commuter
bus on one of Jerusalem's busiest streets
early Sunday, killing at least 19 people in
a grim replay of last week's deadly sui-
cidebombing a\ong the same route at the
serce uece.
The militant Islamic group Hamas
claimed reponsibility for the attack, its
third in a week. Israel army radio re-
ported that 14people were hospitalized,
five in serious condition.
The Hamas bomber was among the 19
who died Sunday. Police identified him
as Islam Abu Abed, a 24-year-old Pales-
tinian from the town of Hebron. Two
Israeli soldiers and at least six Romanian
contract workers were also killed.
The Israeli government declared "all-
out war" against Hamas, saying tough
steps will be taken against the families of
Islamic suicide bombers. Israel also said
an $82 million budget will be allocated
for the separation of Israelis from the one
million Palestinians in the West Bank.
Besides waging "total war against
Hamas andother terrorist organizations,"
Peres also announced other measures
Sunday that will be taken in response to
the bombings. These include posting
police and security forces at bus stops to
check riders and bystanders, beefing up
intelligence activities in Jerusalem, and
taking legal action against the families of
suicide bombers and destroying their
homes.
Astronauts aboard the space shuttle
Columbia began an intense day of science
experiments on Sunday as theywillingly
set fires in near-zero gravity.
Pilot Scott Horowitz ignited various
materials as part of a test to see how air
motion affects the spread of fire. On Earth,
air movement helps the spread of fire,
but less is known about how fire spreads
in near-zero gravity. A better understand-
ing of fire in space will help predict how
fires will behave on Earth and aboard
spacecraft, NASA said.
As Horowitz ignited a fuel sample in a
$1 million box that provides a contained
space for the fire, a blue flame erupted.
The air flow and fire experiments are
one of three sets of combustion tests that
will be conducted in the glovebox, where
astrona uts can handle dangerous or toxic
materials.
The experiments were continued as
Columbia orbited the earth once every 90
minutes. NASA reported no problems
aboard the space shuttle. Columbia's
seven-member crew is scheduled to re-
turn to Earth on Thursday.
\
Spanish voters head to the polls
Spaniards crowded into polling sta-
tions on Sunday in a general election
expected to oust Prime Minister Felipe
Gonzalez's tired and scandal-stained
Socialist government after thirteen years
in power.
All opinion polls pointed toa first-time
victory for the center right Popular Party,
but the Socialists hoped a high turnout
among their supporters would stop the
conservatives from winning and overall
majority.
Opinion polls, which seem clear-cut,
could still prove unreliable. Before the
last general election in 1993, surveys con-
sistently showed the two major parties
neck and neck, each with around 35 per-
cent of the vote. But the final result gave
Gonzalez a clear win, although without a
majority.
Warm spring weather across much ~f
the country could work in Gonzalez:
favor by pushing turnout among Spain s
32 million voters from the 76-percent
turnout three years ago to close to the 80-
percent record of 1982, when Gonzalez
won his first landslide victory.
Sunday'selection, which Gonzalezwas
forced to schedule a year early after los-
ing thesupportofhisCaialan par1iam~n-
tary allies, is the seventh general elecll';
since democracy was restored In 19
after nearly 40 years of dictatorshIp.
Exile pilots mourn comrades
Braving harsh, stormy weather Satur-
day, ten private planes flew over the area
where two US civilian aircraft were shot
down by Cuban military jets last week-
end.
Most of the planes were piloted by
members of the Miami-based exile group
Brothers to the Rescue. The group also
organized Saturday's flotilla of two dozen
small boats that eventually had to return Irish Prime Minister John Bruton
home because of foul weather. stepped up pressure Sunday for a new
Before heading back to Florida, the truce by IRA nationalist guerrillas amid
vessels held a brief memorial service for reports 01 angry rumblings by Loyalist
the four men who are presumed dead in and Republican splinter groups in Brit-
the shoot-down. ish-ruled Northern Ireland. Bruton chal-
The group had wanted to conduct its lenged the lRA tobreakwith the past and
On his way to victory in the South maritime service in the area where the thrustits Sinn Fein political arm into all-
Carolina primary Saturday, Senate Ma- planes were destroyed, which Brothers party talks.
jority Leader Bob Dole split the so-called to the Rescue says is about 21 miles north The region'svolatilitywas underscored
"religious right" vote with Pat Buchanan of Havana. But choppy seas with waves Sunday when riot police kept apart sev-
and trounced Buchanan on the issue of reachingsevenfeetandwindsat17miles eral hundred Catholic and Protestant
international trade, exit polls showed. per hour forced the flotilla to hold the protesters in Lurgan, 30 miles from
Two out of three voters said they are service about 23 miles short of its desti- Belfast,afteraCatholicRepublicanmarch
moreconcemed about the nation's moral nation. was banned in the town center.
problems than its economic woes. Dole Pilots carried bouquets and funeral Earlier, doubt was cast Over an Anglo-
beat Buchanan on both counts. wreaths to be dropped in the ocean spot Irish initiative for June 10peace talks by
However, despite having eight candi- where the planes were thought to have a report that renegade Protestant rnili- This page compiled by Jenny
dates to choose from, 44 percent of the gone down. A smoke flare was also tants were threatening attacks on lead- Barron, Assistant Editor in
South Carolina voters polled said they tossed out of one of the planes to mark ing Republicans. rts
wished they had had another choice. the area But politic] I Chief from CNN Wire repo_.:.-__ z: ~.:...:::.::::.· ....::..::.!:..:::I:.:::I:a:.:::n.;·: :c:::"":::.;e~t0:J:p~ro-~B~ri~h~·s~h~e~x::.- ----
Northern Ireland talks on shaky
ground
Dole takes South Carolina pri-
mary
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OPINIONS/EDITORIALS
Readers express
concern over WeNI
We are writing to express our concerns about the
campus radio station, WCNI. We've heard it's some-
where in Cro. Although we don't listen to the station,
and don't plan to become DJs, we feel it is ourjobto take
upon ourselves the task of addressing this issue. We do
not see why more than 50 percent of the Djs at the
station should be community members - in fact, why
shoudl there be community members involved in our
clubs at all? Despite the fact that they may "pledge"
four times as much as Conn students do and make up
the majority of the station's listening audience, WCNI is
here for us! We believe that all interaction with the
community should be restricted to activities we design
for them in the interests of forging a "global commu-
nity" and preferably involve only children, so that we
may maintain our distance from those people.
We are also concerned thatdecisions regarding WCNT
are made only by club members. As a campus radio
station, perhaps they should hold general dorm-based
elections for positions, like SAC.
We feel this is part of a larger epidemic of club elitism
and general injustice to the student body at large. For
example:
- Why are only Film Society members involved in the
selection of Film Society movies? It is not right that one
should have to "join their club" to have control of it.
And why should only Film Society members be exempt
from admission fees? Are they somehow better than us?
- Why is the Dance Club made up entirely of people
who dance? There are plenty of us here, we're sure,
who just don't like to dance, and there is nothing wrong
with that!
- Why are only people who are 21 or older allowed to
drink in the bar? We like to drink too. Injustice
abounds, my friends. '
- All of this brings me back to when Iwas denied a
place on the cheerleading squad in high school. Iwas
told that my routine was good and thallhey might have
a position for me the following year. Ugh! Just because
the squad wasmosUyseniors with more experience and
Iwas a sophomore at the time, I do not think it was fair
. that I was asked to wait another year.
- Why can't Ibe on the Philosophy Advisory Board?
Although I am an Art History major, I want to have a
say in their department.
- We also think it unfair that there is not a general
student committee to decide who the captains of all
sports teams should be. We are sure they do not know
more about their respective teams than we do.
_ Why can't we park in the "faculty / staff" parking
areas? They not only don't pay to go here, they don't
even live on ccampus! Why do they need parking?
We plan to bring up these issues and more to the
student-rights activists at extension 4855, and we en-
courage everyone who cares about this schoo/to do the
same.
Jennifer A. Geller '%
Rachel A. Benoit '96
Two student DJs, who
although we've attended
WCNI meetings for four
years, are not not on the
current semester's schedule.
Response to
February 27 issue
The seven student members of WCNT's Board of
Directors would like to respond to the cover article
written by jenny Marchik that appeared in the Voice's
February 27 issue. WCNI is a non-profit organ~tion
owned by its members, not the college. WCNI s stan-
dard of diverse programming generally does not in-
clude the type of shows that are in the domain of
commercial radio. Our listeners appreciate and sup-
Are you registered to vote
in the state of Connecticut?
If you are, don't forget to
vote in the upcoming
primary!!!
Check out the special
section in the voice about
meeting the frontrunners on
page 3.
port WCNI because we offer programming unavailable
on other stations in the area. Sports coverage, however,
can be heard locally on WICH, WSUB, and WPAN
(which is an all sports station).
Time slots are awarded to Djs based on the merits of
their shows, not on the basis of sponsorships. We have
discussed the issue of available funding with the ad-
ministration in the past, and it is not a viable option.
The statements made by Fitz Giller, our Program
Director, were taken out of the context of a half-hour
interview Ms. Marchik cond ucted with Mr. Giller. Most
of the information that he provided was not used in the
article. We were surprised to see this article on the front
page of the Voice, as it seemed tobeprimarily an opinion
piece, despite selective use of the interview with Mr.
GiUer.
We would like to add that Dan Weinreich already
provides sports coverage for the tri-weekly Voice Radio
News program on WCNT;Mr. Weinreich and the rest of
the Voice Radio News staff have done a show for almost
two years. The board believes that their show has come
a long way since its inception, and we look forward to
its continued improvement.
The WCNI Board of Directors
IIA sharing of
new ideas and
new music"
In the February 27 edition of The College Voice, an
article stated that some Conn students have raised
II concern" over the format of the campus radio station,
WeN191.1 PM. I would like to address some oj the
main points raised within the article. .
The writer of the article proclaims that "some mem-
bers" of the college community have expressed that
WCNI does not re resent the "tastes of the cam us."
This statement is an intriguing one. The use of the
phrase "some members" is a nice journalistic technique
the writer employs to imply a larger group of people
than in actuality. Through reading the article it seems
that only one person could be classified as being "con-
cerned" and his concerns seem to develop from disap-
pointment in not receiving a time slot for his show. The
process of obtaining a time slot at WCNI is a very
difficult one which can not and will not always
accomodate everyone. Ihad to wait for a year to obtain
a shared time slot in which I alternated with another
student from week to week. I am sorry that Mr.
Weinreich cannot share the same patience that Iand
others have had to maintain when it comes to receiving
a time slot.
The "tastes of the campus" comment is a difficult one
to understand. Where do these "tastes of the campus"
come from and how can they be correctlyhomogenized
into a radio station's programming? Large corporate
radio stations target audiences through rnillion-dollar
research methods in order tocapturee the 13-17 year old
female audience. At WCNI the method has always
been "hey, this sounds good, I think I will play it." It is
a sharing of new ideas and new music. I don't under-
stand how any person's tastes could not be accomodated
at WCN!. At any time of day you can turn to WCNIand
hear punk, pop, jazz, folk, classical, rock, rap, techno,
reggae, spoken word, etc. Popular groups such as
R.E.M., Nirvana, Soundgarden, Rancid, Smashing
Pumpkins, and Live were generated through loyal col-
lege radio audiences. Corporate radio stations jump on
the hits of college radio and try to pass them off as
"playing them first" If it were not for beautiful college
stations like WCNI we would all still be listening to
Quiet Riot and Warrant. It would be a travesty to
degrade WCNI by morphing it into a regurgitated Top
40 station playing "your" favorite hits. If you enjoy
listening toTLC's "Waterfalls" every hour on the hour
then there are plenty of stations within the states of
Rhode Island and Connecticut who can accomodate
you. U you want to open your mind and your eats,
WCN1·is all the way to the left of the dial, 91.1 FM.
Eric M. Cronin
Class of 1998
I
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From The Voice:
The right to say what you want
characters who need to be hollered at, bitched out, and shut up. Sometimes
the only way you can do that is to not be nice, However, the sentiment is a
good one and Schmoozing would like to amend that familiar expression to,
"If you can't say something, then look in the rrurror and say Tmglad to be
(insert name here)', then don't say it."
Just take a look around you. While it is certainly nice to be polite, there
comes a time that idiots have to be beaten down like the imbecilic dogs that
they are. Over the past few years we've noticed a proliferation of stupidity
unparalleled in the annals of history. For every intelligent thing that is said,
we can count hundreds of moronic expressions, the abundance of which
dilutes the impact of those things that are worth listening to. One uniquely
American way of expressing ourselves and our views is the t-shirt, In the
following list we have compiled some of our favorite examples of American
culture translated on the chests of people of all races, colors and creeds,
making us darn proud to be tried and true, red, white, and blue.
-"My Shit Is Long" with a cartoon character thrusting forth his enlarged
cartoon penis. Enough said.
-"Do The Right Thing- By Any Means Necessary", so doesn't that mean
that "any" thing is right. Which is strange, unless you're a Unitarian.
-Picture of a high-powered rifle with the caption "Long Distance-Just As
Good As Being There". Part I of a three-part penis envy series.
-"1 Be At Papa's Pizza". Is it any wonder that he's working at a pizza
parlor. It's too bad, he probably would have "done good" as an English
teacher.
-"Silly Faggot. Dix Are For Chicks", Worn by some proudly provincial
college student.
-"1 Am The Man From Nantucket". Women were flocking around this
endowed slob begging, "Let me slip off that Speedo and see what you're
made of, Tony!"
-Slmply, "I Hate You".
-Simply, "Trust Jesus". Walking right behind the "I Hate You" guy.
_"AIDS Didn'tOriginate InAfrica-Fuck What You've Heard". Jay actually
confronted the man we wearing this t-shirt by saying "Yes.tt did". To which
this gentlemen replied "1 know". "Why the shirt then?" He said, "Because
lots of people have been talking about how blacks are dirty and that we
spread the disease."Jay replied," Idon't think. that anyone with half a brain
blames blacks for AIDS". To which he said, 'jews do". That explained
everything.
-"Big Dick's Fishing Rods- Catch The Fish With A Big Dick". Partll. With
a shirt like that, your life is guaranteed to be one erotic adventure after
another. Perhaps an "I Put The M InMasturbation" might have been more
appropriate.
-"CertiliedMuffDiving Instructor". Part Ill. Isn't this strange? Why don't
women feel the need towear a shirt that says "IHave Big Knockers" or "100%
Fuck Machine". Don't they see how attractive if makes them? Can't they
fathom the allure ofhamessing the raw carnal power generated by advertis-
ing their superlative sexual savoir-faire?
Schmoozing:
OnQuieting the Messages From the
Marginally Clever
So~ne on~~ said, '?l you ~an't say something nice, then don't say
anything at all. That's Just plain stupid. The world is full of miserable
We certainly support the right these gentlemen have exercised here. We
just realize that one of the prices of admission to The Great American Theater
is the first amendment. A great, necessary, but sometimes horribly telling
provision, the amendment allows for everyone from Nee-Nazis to Mr.
Rogers to have their say. And they do.
The musings of the marginally clever take on a new importance when they
enter the political arena. Unlike the patently stupid, the marginally clever
make just enough sense to the disenfranchised, the uneducated, and those
who pay little attention to the system that governs them to command a
following. Back in the day before politicians governed by polls and were
elected by television, leaders, like F.D.R and Martin Luther King, emerged
to silence fringe (and not-so-fringe) elements of our population in order to
do what was right or just, not things that were right now or just enough. So,
when Bill Clinton told the right-wing talk show zealots to quiet down the
language and valueless rhetoric that helps contribute to the marginally
clever ideas of Timothy McVeigh, Clinton was on the right track (and it was
great to see Billy sound off like he's got a pair). Was it politically motivated?
Sure, it was. But if we take off (for once) the cynical lens we Americans view
absolutely everything in this country with we'd see that the President was
right on the money. And when Bob Dole told Hollywood that they shouldn't
always put corporate profits ahead of their civic responsibility, was that
politically motivated? Sure, it was. But the left, who believes that Hollywood
helps shape everything from negative views of homosexuals and women to
promoting smoking, refused to believe that Tinseltown might be doing more
than its fair share of bringing up Johnny wrong. Was it because they thought
Dole was wrong and that the media doesn't help shape attitudes, or were
they just angry because Dole got to say it instead of Ralph Nader?
The fact is that neither Clinton nor Dole advocated censorship. Rather,
they advocated one of the few means our citizenry has to change things that
it knows are rubbing Uncle Sam the wrong way - by boycotting prcxiucts,
movie studios, radio stations, sponsors, or anything else that contributes to
the irresponsible, the just plain stupid, or the marginally clever. Whether or
not these two characters will lead us anywhere but back to the starting line
is up in the air. Meanwhile, the popular appeal to the lowest com.m.~n
denominator becomes increasingly worrisome, not only because of Its
effectiveness and prevalence, but because it drives our intellectual coaunon-
ality even lower. So next time a politician actually does lead, or does quiet
the marginally clever, hand out your own "Amen, brother" or "Amen,
sister". At least they'll know somebody is listening.
Jay [aroch
and
Matt Malone
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IIAnti-choice
propaganda"
When I first opened the Voice this week, I was
appalled. Icouldn't believe that our school newspaper
was supplemented with anti-choice propaganda the
sarne size as the newspaper itself. Did this mean our
paper was endorsing the Right to Life political stand-
point? I quickly realized that the supplement was a
paid advertisement, and that monetary considerations
surely had something to do with the running of such
clearly biased material. Of course, Iam biased myself,
as I believe strongly that the choice is up to the indi-
vidual. I spoke to Jesse Roberts, the acting Business
Manager of the Voice, and tried to find out how it was
that this ad cametobeinthepaper. Muchofmyconcem
about the views of the Voice was eased by Jesse's
explanation of why the ad ran. He explained to me that
the Voice is short of money, and yes, the Right to Life
group from Minnesota that paid for this supplement
paid well. He told me that the Voice staff debated
whether ornot to buy the ad. They finally decided to do
so for three main reasons. One, the money. Under-
standable. Two, the rules of advertising. Apparently, it
is illegal to deny advertisers on the basis of their politi-
calstandpoint. I realize, also, that had the paper denied
this advertising, it would have had to deny any pro-
choice advertising as well. Jesse said, in fact, that he
tried to find an ad from a pro-choice group, but none
could afford the space. He assured me though, that the
Voice advertises objectively, and does not necessarily
endorse the products it advertises. The third justifica-
tion the staff cited in running the ad is that there is no
better place for ideas to be aired and debated than on a
liberal arts campus. How could I argue that? So, I
understand how the ad came to be in The Voice. Still, the
ad is sensationalist media propaganda filled with falla-
cies. While I acknowledge the right of the ad to appear,
it upsets me that anyone on this campus might be
manipulated by the blatantly ridiculous claims of the
supplement. Thus, Iwanted to point out some of the
faulty points and fallacies in the ad. I want to make it
clear, though, that I am not attacking the anti-choice
cause as much as I am the method that this ad uses to
disseminate those ideas.
Let's start with "The War of Words" on page 2
of the ad. The "answers" to the claims in this article are
intrinsically angering; they would be angering even if
they weren't supposedly refuting claims of the pro-
choice movement. When I reread carefully so that I
could point out exactly how the fallacies were con-
structed, I realized that the refutations do not even
address the claims. Through clever analogies and
emotional appeals designed for a reader who skims, the
writers of these" answers" can build arguments on air.
Take a look and see if you can explain the argument that
if legal abortions are banned, women will resort to back
alley abortions. I can't tell what they are trying to say
there. There is no main point that we do not already
know. The statistics don't support any point, except
that abortions happen and sometimes the mother is
hurt or dies. Throughout the supplement, I find statis-
tics with no source or collection information, quotes
from "experts" with no credentials, and numerous
other examples of undocumented "evidence." For
example, we have the testimony of Carol Everett: "What
I saw in the Abortion Industry." We don't know who
she is, except that she isjust one woman who performed
abortions and has the experience of 4 clinics out of the
numerous clinics in the country. Her experience does
not speak for everyone. .
. Throughout the supplement la~guage !~,rna-
rupulated to create a picture Ul the reader s mind: pre-
born baby," "abortionist," upro-abortionist': and
"abortuary" appear throughout the text. Also, in de-
scribing abortion techniques, the discourse used IS one
that most people are not familiar with. Medical terrru-
nology makes it impossible to understand what !sreally
occurring, and allows the reader to create whatever
gruesome images his or her mind may conjure up.
Images playa huge part in the effechveness of
an ad like this because it is an ad, and people often do
just give it a glance. The graph equatin~ abortion to a
war is just one example of a graphic mampulatlOn. The
reader thinks immediately of blood, guts, violence, and
death. But really, are abortions "combat-related
deaths?" The statistics (uncited and unqualified as to
what constitutes a casualty in the "war on the unborn")
really do not belong alongside combat-related deaths.
Another graphic ploy is the full color, two-page spread
of adorable babies with an empty spot claiming "Twenty
seconds ago, there was one more." Abortions do occur,
but they are not performed on babies that look like the
ones in the picture.
Iwas particularly infuriated by the "The abor-
tion experience for victims of rape and incest." David
Reardon, (whoever he is) informs us that r'ln fact, rape
and incest victims actually suffer considerably from the
abortion." Anyone can suffer considerably from an
abortion' Pro-choice supporters are not promoting
abortion as a wonderful thing; they are not forcing
abortion on anyone, as this article repeated implies.
Reardoncites the misery of rape and incest victims who
have had abortions and now regret it. He says they
have been told, "in your situation, that is the oniy thing
you can do." Is he not arguing against himself, claiming
that lackofachoicecaused such pain? We also read that
"in studies of incest victims, the vast majority choose to
carry the pregnancy to term." Because they ~ to
carry the child, it should be the only option? The
mysterious studies of Dr. Mahkorn from which as-
sumptions for this article are drawn evidently conclude
that "in the group that carried their pregnancies to
term, none, at the end of pregnancy, wished she had
decided on an abortion." Does Mr. Reardon think he
would have such supportive information if abortion
were not an option for those that had them? I could go
on with this forever, but I know the examples are
evident if you look for them. At Connecticut College,
everyone is capable of being discerning and analytical
about what they read, if they choose to be.
One final point. Throughout the ad, there was
an emphasis on quotes from women who felt they had
not been given any choice except abortion. It is wonder-
ful that there are alternatives, but this supplement does
nothing to promote them. Maybe instead of spending
money on bullshit propaganda, the Human Life Alli-
ance of Minnesota Education Fund, Inc. could put
money into educating people about those options like
adoption, and making those options feasible for every-
one. It is pure hypocrisy to mandate carrying a preg-
nancy to full-term without supporting the care of the
babies that are born into families that don't want them,
or that can't support them.
Mila Rosenfeld
Class of 1996
Supporting the
cause
Many times in the course of the year I have been
tempted to write about something that bothered me in
your paper and held back, but this time you have gone
too far. i don't care what your disclaimer says, if you
accept money from an organization, you are, at least in
part, supporting their cause. I cannot believe the Voice
is so strapped for money they are forced to take adver-
tising from an organization which uses offensive mate-
rial to get across a point. Never mind that I think the
point is narrow-minded and Idon't agree with it, the
advertisement offers little if any fact and seriously
attempts to manipulate emotions. What bothers me the
most is that you put something which you acknowl-
edge by the disclaimer to be controversial in your paper
without any explanation or reason. Although I am hard
pressed to think of what that might have been, Ibelieve
you owe the college community an in-depth explana-
tion of the reasoning behind stuffing our newspaper
with things such as this, something a little more sub-
stantial than a disclaimer. And believe me when I say
if Icould discontinue my "subscription" to the Voice, I
would.
Tolonda Henderson
Class of 1999
Free speech on a
"liberal" campus
I would like to address some of the negative re-
sponses to the anti-abortion insert in last week's Voice.
I am writing not as a member of the Voice, oras anyone
making a stand on abortion. Iam writing in support of
the freedom of speech, especially on a "liberal" campus.
I put liberal in quotes because in my mind a true liberal
would not want to censor a group. Censorship is about
oppression and that is not what I think the liberals on
this campus are about. However, that is exactly what
they are doing when they steal inserts with which they
don't agree. Some have voicved the opinion that if the
insert were about Nazis or the Michigan Militia it
would not have been included. These people are ignor-
ing the fact that the pro-life movement is legitimate.
Because they don't agree with it, they feel they can take
away its legitimacy. All groups should be allowed to
voice their opinions. We, as educated individuals,
should be able to choose with whom we agree. To walk
through our college careers with blinders on to any-
thing we don't agree with does not expand our minds
- it stunts them.
Eden Savino
Class of 1998
"Moral and occupational
responsibilities"
This letter is not necessarily meant for publication
nor am 1 demanding its p \acement in the o-pinions I
Editorials section of your paper, 1 am %imp\y wtit\ng
out of grave concern. Upon picking up the latest copy
of The College Voice Iwas stunned to see a promotional
advertisement for the efforts of the Pro-Life movement.
Being a Pro-Choicer, Iwas astonished to see that the
Voiceallowed such uncensored publicitytopass through
its pages. to allow such promos without representation
of the other sides of the abortion issue is completely
irresponsible. The abortion topic is an extremely hot
and sensitive topic presently, and your publication
showed absolutely no responsibility in allowing those
advertisements to circulate. I am personally infuriated
because I know several women who have had abor-
tions and were very disturbed by the advertisements. I
have learned from anonymous sources that the reasons
for allowing those publications may be financial. The
Voice is supposedly in inancial trouble and has received
money from Pro-Lifers to allow for the advertisements.
Is this supposed to mean that by accepting money the
Voice negates its discretionary circulating obligations?
Does this mean any group with the money can have a
section in the Voice., groups such as the KKK and Neo-
Nazis? I am not insinuating that the Pro-Life move-
ment cannot have their "fair say," but I am insinuating
that this was not an educated, responsible, and well-
organized argument for Pro-Life. This was simply
sensational slogans and appalling photographs meant
to disturb and arouse a person's stomach, not his/ her
mind. Please, in the future attempt to deal with your
financial troubles without relinquishing your moral
and occupational responsibilities. Thank you.
i
i
~
Benjamin Zuckerberg
Class of 1998
Poor journalistic
judgement
By inserting the "She's not a choice, she's a life"
advertising supplement in the Voice, you have exhib-
ited poor journalistic judgment. Regardless of which
side of the pro/anti choice argument you as editors
take, the purpose of a newspaper is to disseminate
impartial information - that is, to give equal time to both
sides of any given issue.
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Had your insert been submitted in the form of an
editorial, my response would be different, for I would
be disputing the opinion asserted by the author. In this
format, though, in which TheOJllege Voice is being paid
to present one group's opinion, the editors have sold
their journalis tic integrity.
Meredith Kasten
Oass of 1997
weNI listener content with
community involvement
I am a fernale sophomore who listens to WCNl (10-
catedat9J.l FM), thus I feelcompelJed to respond to the
recent front page article addressing student antipathy
to our campus radio station. I liten to WCNl for so
many of its offerings, such as classical music, jazz,
blues, worid music, techno, ska, punk, not to mention
new music being put out on small labels overlooked or
ignored by mainstream radio stations. Perhaps, rather
than complaining that WCNl does not offer music
which can be easily found on numerous other stations,
Connecticut college Students should tune in and ex-
pose themselves to something new.
Sophomore Dan Weinreich complains in the article
that while he was denied a show, "community mem-
bers who aren't paying a dime to this school are getting
shows." However, community members (unlike the
majority of Conn students) support WCNI as listeners
and financial supporters. I am sure that the station's
Board ofDirectors has thoroughly studied every option
they have for gaining funds, and I am equally con-
. vinced that the outside community remains the station's
most viable means of acquiring monetary support.
Even setting aside financial matters, the involvement
of community members as DJs provides interaction
between students and the greater community. Why in
the world should the radio station strive to exclude its
greatest block of supporters as well as contribute to the
general insulated atmosphere of this campus? WCN!
acts as a liaison between the campus and the commu-
nity. While some students quoted in the article seemed
to see this in a negative light, it strikes me as only
positive.
WCNl is one of Conn's greatest assets, and while it is
ignored by most students, it does have its loyal sup-
porters. I encourage everyone who is still reading this
letter to tum on their stereo and tune in to 91.1 FM.
Kristen Holt
Oass of 1998
Still smiling
It has now been over 14 years since Wesley Cook, better
known now as Mumia Abu-Jamal, shot Daniel FauJkner be-
tween the eyes, causing his death. Although the murderer is
a focus of attention and interest, it seems that Mr. Faulkner,
the man he brutally executed, has been completely over-
looked in Earth House's ridiculous, slanted, misleading, and
dishonest account of Mr. Cook's situation.
Earlyon themorning ofDecember 9, 1981,OfficerFaulkner
stopped a vehicle on a routine traffic violation. The driver of
the vehicle, Mr. Cook's younger brother, got into a sculfle
with Officer FauJkner. Officer Faulkner summoned backup
police. At this point, Wesley Cook arrived on the scene.
Seeing his brother being arrested, Wesley Cook drew his
licensed .38-caliber pistol, and shot officer Faulkner in the
backasFaulknerwas placinghandcuffs uponWesley'sbrother.
Severely wounded and falling, officer Faulkner managed to
return fire,striking Wesley Cook but unfortunately not ren-
dering him incapable of firing his weapon. As Faulkner lay
prone on the ground, incapable of defending himself due to
being shot earlier, Wesley Cook fired at Faulkner four more
times. One of these firings drove a .38high velocity -P bullet
into Faulkner's head, killing him.
The preceding account of the murderous events which
transpired during that fatal incident is factual. When the
backup officers requested by Faulkner arrived on the scene,
they found OfficerFaulkner lying in the street, dead. Four feet
away lay the wounded Wesley cookwith his .38-caliberpistol
lying next to him. The pistol contained one .38high velocity
+P bullet and five empty shells which formerly encased the
bullets that were now embedded inside the dead police of-
ficer. At the original trial.a gun stire owner testified that he
sotd Mr. Cook .38-caliber high velocity +P bullets before the
murder took place. A ballistice expert who examined the
empty shell casings from Mr. Cook's gun testified that they
were consistent with the fragments of the bullets removed
from Officer Faulkner's body.
Amnesty International Program Director linda Thurston
has admitted that she had not read the transcript of Mr.
Cook's triaJ before publicly pushing for a stay of execution
and a new trial for the killer. Assistant council George
Kendall of the NAACP Legal De1ense and Educational Fund
has admitted that, tohis knowledge, nobody in that crganiza-
tionhasread the trial transcript either. Author E.!. Doctorow
claimed in a newspaper article that an eyewitness testified at
the trial that the shooter was a heavyset man who fled the
scene. Actually, the witness Doctorow claims to bequoting is
recorded in the triaJ transcript as testifying thathe sawWesley
Cook shoot Officer Faulkner. I suppose we can assume that
Doctorow has not looked at the transcript, either.
Which leads us to the original eyewitnesses. These three
people, who were interviewed within a half hour after Mr.
Cookmurdered OfficerFaulkner, allgave information which
confirmed that Cook was the killer and whichconfinned each
other's accounts, although the three did not know each other,
and spoke to different officers al different locations. The so-
called eyewitnesses who have claimed that another shooter
killed Officer Faulkner have produced stories which contra-
dicteach other and which don't match the physical evidence
of the incident. The only witnesses whose testimony agrees
with the undisputed facts of the case are those who came
forward immediately after the crime, probably because they
actually saw Mr. Cook kill Officer Faulkner, Witnesses who
have claimed that they saw another shooter murder Faulkner
are Simply lying.
Although the bullet fragments extracted from Faulkner
were originally mistakenly identified by a medical examiner
as coming from a .44-caliber bullet, a ballistics expert deter-
mined that the fragments came from a .38-caliber bullet. The
medical examiner testified that he was not able to properly
measure the bullet, and had made an error by claiming inhis
report that the extracted bullet fragments were from a .44. The
defense forensics expert refused to examine the bullet frag-
ments extracted Itom Faulkner's body, and conceded that all
docwnantation proved that they were .38 caliber. the bullets
found in Faulkner's body were .38-caliber,and, despite, Earth
House's claims, were presented in the trial as forensic evi-
dence (as they matched Cook's gun, and the empty shells
found in that gun).
Why is there such apush toget anew triaifcr this murderer,
and sucha huge public-relations effort to convince America of
this killer's innocence? The answer is simple. Leonard
Weinglass, Mr. Cook's "attorney" (for, if anyone deserves
disbarring, it is this swine) is cynically using his brigade of
celebrities to try to geta retrial, atwhichhe plans to argue that
Mr. Cook shot Officer Faulkner, but was justified, as Cook
fired to prevent his brother from being beaten. Although this
would not excplain why Mr. Cook also felt he had to shoot
Faulkner fatally in the head, or even reasonably excuse any of
the shots he fired, it unfortunately might convince a jury of
idiots to lessen the charge against Mr. Cook to voluntary
manslaughter or third-degree murder, allowing the man who
murdered Faulkner to walk.on time served.. That is why you
have been lied to. That is why you have been manipulated.
That is why you have been cajoled. Weinglass is counting on
you tobelieve the tripe spewed about the so-called innocence
of this murderer. H enough people scream for a new trial,
politics might play into the issue, allowing Weinglass all he
needs to set this killer free.
All of this aside, one glaring fact stands alone: Cook has
never claimed that he did not kill Faulkner! He has claimed
that he is not legally gullty of the crime, but one can not be
guilty of a crime and still have committed the act which
comprises the crime. A check of the triaJ transcript shows
absolutelynostatementfromCookthathedidnotkillFaulkner.
When a reporter pressed Weinglass to come up with a state-
ment from Cook that he did not kill Faulkner, Cook's own
attorney was unable to find such a statement i find Cook's
silence on this question to be rather odd behavior for a man
who is supposed to be the cause celebre of anti-death penalty
activists.
There is one fact from Cook's trial which exists inno court
transcript it is what Maureen Faulkner, the widow of the
murdered officer, says Mr. Cook did when a ballislics expert
held up the bloody, bullet riddled shirt Officer Faulkner was
wearing whenhe was murdered. "He smiled at me," she says.
He's smiling ag,ain. I
Rudolf B. Radna
Class of 1998
RECYCLE!
Real issue is
IIquality of
life"
The Earth House would like to take this oppor-
tunity to publicly denounce the advertising supple-
ment from the Human Life Alliance of Minnesota
Education Fund Inc. which appeared in the Febru-
ary 27, 1996 issue of the College Voice. This
supplement is another blow in the battle to control
women's bodies and cannot go uncontested.
However good the intentions of some Pro-
Lifers may be, the Pro-Life movement itself has
become a political tool for continued societal con-
trol over women's bodies. When we talk about the
abortion issue, we MUST look at the entire picture.
The suppJement states that "The only' choice' is
between a dead baby or a live baby." (p.2). This
statement does not take into account the life of the
woman who will potentially give birth to the baby.
We must recognize the patriarchal ideology which
enforces the Pro-Life stance as based on outdated
conceptions of women as incubators. Women are
more than simply bearers of children; women are
people who should have as much of a right to
choose parenthood as men do. Men have the
option of disappearing or claiming the child is not
theirs (and, as we know, choosing this option is not
a rare occurrence!). Women do not have this easy
option, once a child is born.
Accidental pregnancy and the need for an abor-
tion are terrifying enough possibilities for most
women in our society. Just imagine the nightmare
of being legally forced to give birth and raise a
child before being mentally, personally, and finan-
cially prepared to do so. Taking the magnitude of
this nightmare into account, it is obvious that
abortions are going to be performed whether or
not they are legal. We may be talking about life or
no life for the woman who has an abortion with a
coat hanger.
The other issue that the previous quote ignores
is the quality of life of the child, The Pro-Life
movement works hard (and obviously spends great
deals of money!) to make every conception a birth.
But what happens when a child is born into a
family that cannot financially support it, or to
parents who do not want it? Handing children
over for adoption is hardly a solution because
these programs are already filled beyond maxi-
mumcapacity and desperately underfunded. How
can there possibly be a commitmentto bringing all
pregnancies to term when there isn't even a com-
mitment to giving all children the loving, nourish-
ing environment that they need to become men-
tally and physically healthy human beings? When
the government goes about cutting funding for
schools, day care, welfare and health services, can
we fruly say thai this is a world where all children will
be cared for?
The abortion question is not one of "life or no
life" but one of" quality of life" - for both child and
mother. A quote from singer I songwriter Ani
DiFranco referring to the Pro-Life movement,
"They keep pounding their fists on reality I hop-
ing it will break/ but I don't think there's one of
them/ who leads a life free of mistakes." (Lost
Woman Song)
The Connecticut College Earth House
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Getting Out, a p~ay written by Marsha Norman, played in Palmer from
February 29 until March 2.
Getting Out:
Getting Out is an
emotional ride
BYBRITT WOLFF
Associate A&E Editor
Struggling to survive and overcome
society's doubts is the theme of the emo-
tional play Getting Out. Senior Alexandra
Farkas directed Marsha Norman's Get-
ting Out, which ran in Palmer Audito-
rium from February 29 to March 2. An
incredibly moving play, Getting Out is a
highlight for Conn theater-goers. Farkas'
hard work and extensive research is evi-
dent through the performance of the ac-
tors and the detailed set of the play.
Getting Out was written by Marsha
Norman in the 19705 while she was in
college. Norman's goal was to write a
play about the worst thing a person could
end ure; for her, this was solitary confine-
ment.
Thus began the theme of Getting Out.
A woman, Arlene, who is recently re-
leased from prison attempts to live in the
"real world" after several years of being
locked up in a cell.
Arlene discovers the people closest to
her find doubt in her rehabilitation and
in her intentions at successfully integrat-
ing herself back into society. Through
her struggles and qualms of her present
being, Arlene overcomes her grief and
begins her life with good intentions and
honesty.
Farkas spared no detail in preparing
for Getting Out. She spent 11 months
researching the play and the numerous
facets of the issue of a woman's release
from prison. Farkas had the opportunity
to spend time with women enrolled in
the nearby Niantic Correction Facility.
She found a myriad of information help-
ful in directing the prod uction. She found
the honesty of the women at Niantic
incredible and enligh tening. Her six vis-
its shaped her ability to direct the play
while infiltrating her insight and first
hand emotion into the prod uction as well.
Some of the actors also worked closely
with these women to get a better under-
standing of the characters they were to
portray. Freshmen Megan Keith and
Charly Bellavia, who both portrayed
main characters, went through extensive
instruction on body movement and spe-
cificspeechpallems. All actors displayed
intense emotion and every detail- to the
seemingly minute sniffling of a nose -
was shown.
Farkas revealed that the last rehearsal
was attended by twenty-four women
from the Niantic Correction Facility. She
had the opportunity to receive feedback
from the twenty-four women. She was
thrilled to get positive responses, many
including the comparison of the play to
real-life imprisonment.
Alexandra Farkas succeeded in direct-
ing Getting Out by keeping in mind
every detail that surrounds the issue of
the survival of a woman's release from
prison.
Her hard work and in-depth research
is seen through the deeply emotional
production of the play itself.
MYSTIC'S ARMY NAVYSTORE
Downtown Mystic
Army & Navy Surplus Clothing
belts - berets - bandanas - backpacks & more!
Sunday. Saturday: 9am - 9pm
Fax & Notary Services
"Only the extreme is interesting"
BYMJOiAEL ADELSON spective. Add to this the large arches-
Professor of Musil; tra backing all this up, and you have
yourself quite an experience in the
Magnus Lindberg is a soft-spoken concert hall.
man. He is 38 years old, converses eas- Needless to say, this work is not
ily in English and French as well as his performed frequently (although it
native Finnish,and has a keen intellect, should be). It's not long - two move-
an easy smile and a charming sense of ments played without pause, totalling
humor. Judging from his personality, just under half an hour. It is, however,
you might never guess what kind of challenging. I'll try to provide a "play-
music he composes. But read his own by-play" description of a few of the
words and you might get a clue: "Only things you'll hear.
the extreme is interesting - striving for The first thing to do is fasten your
a balanced totality is nowadays an im- seatbelt. I'm serious. Brace yourself,
possibility. An original mode of ex- because the opening of this piece may
pression can only be achieved through be the most raucous, assaulting begin-
the marginal-the hypercomplex com- ning you've ever heard. This is the
bined with the primitive". Magnus eruptionofthevo!cano,spewingouta
wrote those words in the early 1980s. chaotic mass of musical fragments:
Like any good artist, he has not re- police whistles, a screaming clarinet, a
mained stationary; his attitiudes have tortured cello, massive orchestral
changed somewhat since then. But even chords, earthquake percussion - it's
now, there is a sense of drama to his just crazy. After about two minutes,
music. And back then? ....Oh, boy. things start to Simplify. At 4'45" you
In 1983, Magnus began work on his will probably become aware of giant
third big orchestral piece. Drama (1980- uprisings in the orchestra. These reach
81) had· been somewhat traditional. a climax at about 5'15", and then sub-
Sculpture 2 (1981) was more challeng- side into a threatening duet for piano
ing. But neither of these prepares the and percussion (6'00"). As this goes
listener for the ferocity of this third on,thebrassjoinin,andby7'15" things
work, Kraft, composed between 1983 have become more focused, with the
and 1985. brass now in the foreground. Just after
Let's start with the title. Kraft, in 8'00", the music changes, becoming
German, means "strength, power, or more unstable. By &'50" a fragmenta-
force". That should give you an idea of tion has set in; the crashing sounds are
what to expect. Listening to Kraft, as separated by increasingly iong si-
another Finnish musician has said, "is lences. At 11'00" a low drum roll ini-
like peering into a volcano." The meta- tiates one ofthe weirder sections ofthe
phor is apt, and not just because of the piece - an episode for voice and per-
obvious elemental power of the music. cussionsounds. This is cut offat12'50"
The chief organizing principle here is by the ominous arrival of gongs and
that of simplification-just astheheatof low brass. Slowly the pitch rises, and
a volcano melts (therefore simplifies) the first movement ends at 15'20" ina
all matter caught in the eruption, so Held of delicate crystajs, - p\cco\m.and
does Kraft melt its material, simplify-. antique cymbals.
ing the textures as crucial points are The arrival of high strings in this
reached. This is a very different prin- quiet world signals the beginning of
ciple from the traditional idea of devel- the second movement. Soon, a piano
opment, or simple structures giving and clarinet are heard. The first three
rise to increasingly complex ones. minutes of this movement are a de-
The first year of the project was de- scent which mirrors the ascent at the
voted to creating a computer program end of the first movement. Around
which would allow Magnus more flex- 19'00" quiet but insistent long low
ibility in the use of rhythms and harrno- notes become apparent. A climax on a
nies (the densest chords in Kraft con- single held note is reached at 20'22",
tain up to 72 notes). This also allowed which promptly fragments. At 23'18"
him a kind of freedom in the area of the smooth texture starts to become
formal structure. As he put it, using the coarser, more grainy. Soon you will
computergavehimthecouragetowrite hear bubbling water (no, I'm not kid-
more simply. Then he began compos- ding) in a quick-witted duet with the
ing in earnest. solo cello. Other sounds join in around
Originally meant to be a piano con- 24'30", leading to ...the coda. The end.
certo, Kraft eventually became a "con- And what an ending! Itbegins at 25'47"
certo" of a different type. That is, there with a huge, quiet, eerily spaced chord
isa "soloist", but in this case, the "solo- in the orchestra. This chord, in a mul-
ist" consists of seven different people. litude of different forms, slowly gath-
These musicians perform a wide vari- ers force, and (following the principle
ety of tasks in Kraft: conducting; play- of simplification) eventually is com-
ingpercussion,cello,clarinets,recorder, pressed into a single white-hot note,
piano; making sounds with the voice giving Kraft one of the most thrilling
and objects found in junkyards; and conclusions in recent orchestral his-
electronically controlling these sounds. tory. Enjoy.
Furthermore, the seven soloists do not
stand still; during the course of the
work, they move around the concert
hall in a precisely organized fashion,
constantly shifting the acoustical per-
(A recording of Magnus Lindberg's
Kraft is on reserve at Greer Music Li-
brary.)
(860) -536-1877
37 West Main Street
A weekly column devoted to the informed appreciation of music with
Michael Adelson, Professor of Music
,.
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Unity House
ConJinvnI from p. I
will head the soon-to-be-established
Unity Director search committee which
will be overseen by Arthur Ferrari, dean
of the college.
Ads for the position are currently be-
ing placed in national publications such
as the Orronide of Higher Education, and
personal recommendations from aca-
demics are being sought.
"We are looking for someone who is
experienced/sensitive todiversity issues,
comfortable working with students, and
possibly with some advisory or counsel-
ing experience," states Dean Ferrari, add-
ing that the director must work
collaboratively with many offices on cam-
pus, from admissions to student life. The
deadline for applicants will most likely
be in the first week of April, at which
point Dean Ferrari will red uce the size of
the applicant pool toa manageablenum-
ber,
Deans Ifill and Ferrari both stress that
the emphasis throughout the search pro-
cessisonstudentinvolvement. Thesearch
committee will include three students,
one faculty member, four administrators
(the Affirmative Action Officer, Director
of Human Resources, Director of Stu-
dent Life, and Dean Ifill himself), and
one Unity House alum. This representa-
tion is not an attempt to perfectly reflect
the College, for that would be impos-
sible. It is simply the beginning of the
process.
The committee will decide which can-
didates should be invited to campus for
interviews, which are expected to take
place at the end of April. At that point,
one full day will be devoted to each can-
didate, during which groups of students
from Unity and the general student body,
as well as large numbers of staff and
faculty, will be invited to speak to candi-
dates and to get to know them. This
question period will also give the candi-
dates an idea of their potential role in the
campus community, and of general con-
cerns for the future of Unity organiza-
tions.
It is important that the search process
move relatively according to schedule in
order to ensure full student participation
before exams and summer break. Once
the candidates are narrowed down, the
final decision will be made by Dean
Ferrari, President Caudiani, and faculty
groups.
Voice Ad
~J-Ip.l
it:.RDbeItsexp!alned.Hejustlfie(ttbJ.$
on two counts: .fi~ that "denying
adw tiseIneflt 011 the basis of cootent
isdiscriJninationNandsecond,thatac.i- '"
vertising brings in ~, whiCh is
preciou& to a>IIege clubs. But ROOedS'
emphasized that money was not the
.main factor in the decision to run~
ad. .
He also pointed out that although
most of theExecutive Boardd~
with the content of the ad, they are
Trapped-----
Continued from p. 1
a handicapped person." It isn't what my
life revolves around either. Someone
once told me, after [had expressed a little
of my frustration at my situation, that if
you are handicapped, being in a wheel-
chair is, and I quote, "who you are."
Well, it ispart of my life, but it' So not "who
\ am." My disability ranges from being a
minor nuisance to a major pain in the ass,
but normally, I can take it. It's somewhat
uncomfortable when people try to give
me a high five or shake my hand, and I
can't respond. [feel awkward because I
feel like I snub people, and people feel
bad and apologize, but it's not their fault.
I should let people know that it's okay
reach out and grab my hand to shake it.
Hell, my little sister slaps me in the head
with it sometimes. I also can't open
doors, press elevator buttons or push the
automatic handicapped-equipped door
buttons. As a result, about 50 times a day,
I have to say "s'cuse me, couldya' get
that, please?" These kinds of things don't
make me angry, in fact, they're actually
funny sometimes. Other things, though,
aren't funny; they're downright deplor-
able.
"Like what?" you ask. Well, for in-
stance when all the handicapped spots
are taken! Somehow 1 it seems, there are
a whole lot more handicapped people
when it's raining or snowing than when
it's sunny. People in wheelchairs need
these spots because they are close to build-
ings and wider so that there's room for a
wheelchair to be lowered on a special-
ized wheelchair lift. [don't consider
them a lux ury, I consider them a neces-
sity. For the record, the bottom line is
this: If you park your car in a handi-
capped spot, for any reason or length of
time, you damn well better have a state-
issued permit. And if you have a permit
from the state department of motor vehicles,
you better have a damn good reason. If
you have no reason to park in a handi-
capped spot, other than laziness, then
don't. No questions asked and I don't
care who you are; student, faculty, staff,
..
AD Council
guest or supernatural being, STAY OUT
OF THE HANDICAPpED SPOTS!!! And
for God's sake, Physical Plant, keep them
plowed free of snow!
While I'm all riled up, let me gripe
about accessibility to buildings on cam-
pus. For the most part, I have no trouble
getting around and I've been able to reach
all my classes, thanks to Dean Ammirati.
TheCoffeeGroundsCafe,forexample,is
another story entirely. I can't get up the
stairs that lead into the dorm where it's
located. Now I've been told that a ramp
was being built, but [don't see it, doyou?
Forsomereason, with the upcoming reno-
vations to some of the dorms, I had heard
a temporary ramp was "too costly" to
build, so I'd have to wait until the entire
renovation was complete. I consulted
Dean Ammirati about this a few months
Listen to Voice Radio News
every Monday, Wednesday, Friday
at 5:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
DOWNt~WN;(;RILL
& CAPil~cdINO
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ago, and she told me, basically, that it is
the law that a temporary ramp should be
built. I agree, but apparently someone
disagrees with Dean Ammirati and me ..
. and the law.
In the meantime, I don't get access to
the Coffee Grounds. I implore whoever
runs the Coffee Grounds: please look
into this and soon. This is not the only
accessibility problem on campus, but I
have to start somewhere. I guess I've let
off enough steam for one day, so I'll gripe
some more another time. Like I said, I
don't need pity and [don't want it, but if
some of what you've just read makes
sense or gets you thinking, then I'm sat-
isfied. People have to know, so spread
the word: I'm not "physically chal-
lenged," I'm not "special;" I'm a human
being and I demand to be treated as such.
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NATIONAL SPORTS
NHL (continued)
Tuesday, February 27Calgary 7, Pittsburgh 3
Chicago 4, Colorado 3
Washington 2, Florida 2
Detroit 5, NY Islanders 1
Pittsburgh 7, Vancouver 4
Washington 5, NY Rangers 3
Detroit 6, NY Islanders 2
Edmonton 4, Boston 3Wednesday, February 28
Tampa Bay 5, Los Angeles 1
Anaheim 5, Montreal 2
Winnipeg 4, Toronto 3
Philadelphia 4, Dallas 4
Buffalo 3, Ottawa 2
Boston 3, NY Rangers 1
Edmonton 4, Hartford 4
Monday, February 26
San Jose 7, Montreal 4
Colorado 3, Anaheim 2
Winnipeg 4, Los Angeles 3NHL
Sunday, March 3 Washington 2, Boston 0
Vancouver 3, Buffalo 0
Washington 3, Philadelphia 0
Winnipeg 7, NY Islanders 5
Calgary 5, San Jose 1
St Louis 4, Edmonton 3
Friday, March 1 NBATampa Bay 7, San Jose 3Pittsburgh 5, Edmonton 4
Colorado 5, Chicago 3
Philadelphia 3, Ottawa 2
Buffalo 3, NY Rangers 3
New Jersey 6, NY Islanders 2
Winnipeg 5, Hartford 2
Seattle 106, Boston 96
Atlanta 74, Cleveland 68
Sunday, March 3
Saturday, March 2
Minnesota 89, Miami 87
Houston 111, LA Lakers 107
Indiana 103, Charlotte 100
Toronto 100, Cleveland 89
Phoenix 121, Dallas 114.
, Los Angeles 5, Montreal 4
New Jersey 4, Ottawa 1
Dallas 5, Toronto 1
Hartford 7, Florida 1
_.Vancouver 3, Detroit Z, .
Thursday, February 29
LA Clippers 122,
Sacnunento Y10
Dallas 137, Denver 120
San Antonio 120, Toronto 95
Cleveland 95, Milwaukee 86
Houston 109, Philadelphia 95
Orlando 114, New Jersey 98
Indiana 94, Golden Sta te 85
Thursday, February 29
. ,
Saturday, March 2
Detroit 107, LA Clippers 103
Denver.!08, Vancouver 82
San Antonio 115,
Philadelphia 101
Milwaukee 110, Atlanta 106
Chicago 107, Boston 75
Orlando 115, Portland 89
Seattle 103, New Jersey 92
Wednesday, February 28PASTA Sacramento 90, New York 85LA Lakers 99, Vancouver 80
Utah 115, Washington 93
Sea ttle 94, Detroit 80
Phoenix 117, Minnesota 93
Orlando 116, Miami 112
Boston 121, Charlotte 116
Atlanta 90, Portland 88
Friday, March 1
LA Lakers 100, Washington 95
Dallas 119, Vancouver 111
Detroit 102, Phoenix 97
Chicago 110, Golden State 87
Utah 99, New York 88
Minnesota 105, Charlotte 101
Portland 102, Miami 88
Tuesday, February 27
223 Thames St.
Groton, CT 06340
203-445-5276
LA Clippers 95, San Antonio 90
Denver 96, Washington 92
Houston 105, Toronto 100
Philadelphia 121, Dallas 115
Chicago 120, Minnesota 99
Charlotte 88, Milwaukee 84
Miami 93, New Jersey 90
Indiana 101, Portland 87
Cleveland 92, Golden State 80
Extra Income for '95
Gourmet Pasta Shop & Restaurant
Monday - Sunday 11-9
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For
details, RUSH $1.00 with
SASE to" Monday, February 26
Specializing in Freshly Made Pasta
and Pasta Accompaniments
Detroit 93, Sacramento 78
LA Lakers 114, New York 96
Utah 110, Phoenix 87
Indiana 122, Boston 119
Group Five
57 Greentree Drive, Suite
307
Dover DE 19901 -
LUNCH & TAKE-OUT
MENU
NOaMMICKS
EXI1lA INC()ME NOW!
ENVELOPE S11JFFlNG - $800. $IlIO -r-_~:SASE"k." __
11111Tom_ -.r, _1 •
.-.T_77ImI
I
__ 1
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Women's Hockey
goalie, Dardy Muldaur
learns new challenges
some and lose some. We don't
BVYUNC KIM
Features Editor
Most people would rather not
spend theirearly-mominghours
having hockey pucks shot at
them. But Dardy Muldaur and
her teammates take to the ice
three times a week at 7:15 in the
moming to practice.
Women's hockey is trying its
best to break free of the men's
shadow, but it is having some
difficulty. Women's ice hockey
is an Olympic sport now, but
not varsity at Conn yet. Not only
are they not varsity, but they are
also ignored. "The school does
give us some money for equip-
ment, and transportation to
games. Butwe don't get full sup-
port. It's hard to recruit and de-
velop a program without full
support," said Muldaur.
Despite the lack of attention
from the athletic department, the
women's team has done pretty
well for themselves. They
haven't really had the chance to
expect that much, so all their
W\nS 'are manufactured from a
pute love at the game. Said
Muldaur, "Inour league we win
really recruit that well because
we haven't had the means to
develop the program."
Women's hockey is not that
different from the men's game.
You have the puck, the ice, a
couple of nets, and a bunch of
colored lines. There is one dif-
ference however; no hits.
Muldaur does not agree with
this subtle rule change. "Some
people ask me why we don't
check. I think it's just part of the
game, you're supposed to use
your body. We have some big
girls, but they can't throw their
weight around," said Muldaur.
Muldaur continues to block
the shots despite the lack of
praise. She hasn't played goalie
for very long - in fact, this is her
first year between the pi pes. She
hasn't had that many years play-
ing the game, but she has defi-
nitely made up for it with sheer
quality. IIIt'smy first year so it's
been challenging. The things
most goalies do with instinct,
like cutting off angles, 1still have
to think about. 1 lelt shell-
shocked for awhile, but the team
has been ve.ry supportive," said
SPORTS
Dardy Muldaur stops yet another puck.
Muldaur.
Learning a new sport is al-
ways difficult and often very
frustrating. But Muldaur isn't
learning a new game, she's learn-
ing a different part of it. Being
the goalie means that you are
the last defense, and the person
the rest of the team depends on.
She is facing a new challenge,
and dealing with the pressure.
"It's a new challenge that I really
enjoy. I play field hockey, but I
just like trying new things," said
Muldaur.
Muldaur is the only goalie, so
the team mustsink or swim with
her performance. On an average
night, the goalie will stop 30
shots. Muldaur has been pelted
by 60 and still comes back for
more. Said Muldaur, "It would
be nice if there was a backup so
that if I get shelled I could come
out, but there is no one else. Ijust
have to keep doing my best."
While the shots keep flying,
the stands remain relatively
quiet. There are a few fans, bui
mostly friends of the players.
The women keep playing their
game in relative anonymity.
According to Muldaur, things
are turning around, but not quite
1MUPDATE:
Pantie's Girls Prepare for Playoffs.
Turnover is just around the corner! The following positions will be
available: Publisher, Editor in Chief, Managing Editor, News
Director, Exectutive Producer, as well as all section editor positions,
associate editor positions and all writers, producers, anchors and
reporters for the radio show. Applications will be available outside
the Voice office, Cro 215 and are due on Wednesday, March 6 by 12
p.m. ??? call x2841.
Paulie's Girls, the women's
hoop team formerly known as
Lindy's Team for lack of a better
name, despite a late entry into
the league has finished strong
obtaining the number one seed
and home court advantage
through all of March Madness.
The previously unbeaten
Paulie's Girls sulfered an upset
in theirfinal regular season game
at the hands of third seeded B-
Ball. In this 20-19 buzzer beat-
ing barn burner, Kathyrn
c ,
Sobocinski stole the show with 9
points and 11 rebounds. Trina
Abraham put down8 for Pa ulie' s
Girls.
In the other season finale
match-up, Park stoned Winged
Victory 43-17. Mika Conley tal-
lied 13 while Lori DeCosta and
Sharyn Miskovi tz each added 8.
Paulie's Girls play Winged Vic-
tory while Park and B-Ball
square off this week in 1M final
four action.
Men's A-League Hoop awaits
its post season as The Package
finishes with the number one'
ranking with an 8-1 record. Their
one loss coming in their final
game of the year against Mob
Deep. A much improved Mob
Deep appears to be peaking at
the right time as Akida Bailey
scored a team high 19 points
with Drew Johnson (14pts.) and
Charles Wooten (12 pts.)
Complimenting each other
nicely as they snuck past The
Package 63-62. Manny
Maldonado (19pts.),Keith G. (14
pts.), and Weston Hendrix (14
pts.) continued their offensive
production for The Pack, but
came up short of the required
postage.
Package (#1) and Hamilton
(#2) receive first round byes with
the other match-ups consisting
of#3 Big Dawgs vs#6Mob Deep
and #4Christopher's vs#5 Idaho
Potato.
Inopening round floor hockey
finals, top seeded and heavily
wi
Evan Coppola/Plwtography Editor
all the way. Said Muldaur, "A
while ago we weren't even al-
lowed to play. They would tell
us to go figure skate. But now
there are programs, and there is
some change."
If the lady pucksters are out
there, Muldaur will be the one
between the pipes. She'll stop as
many shots as humanly possible
and go home and have night-
mares about pucks flying at her.
Then she'll wake up the next
morning and be on the ice by
7:15 just to face the next chal-
lenge.
favored Robert's Rejects elimi-
nated Christopher's 10-4. Ben"I
may get hooked, but seldom do
I" Tripp turned the trick as he
ended with 3 goals and an assist
while Kevin Cunningham (2,4)
and Tim Damon (2,1) looked
strong as well.
In the other game played be-
fore going to press, GNC
knocked off the Penguins 4-1.
John Mellilo tallied two while
Jamie Gordon had a goal and an
assist.
